How Did Carol Earn 24 Credits and
Save $8,900 Toward Her Degree?
She Completed Our Online Portfolio
Development Course
Carol began her college education in 1975, but became sidetracked when she had the
opportunity to advance in the field of real estate development management. Instead
of earning a degree, she decided to pursue industry certifications and training.

However, in 2008, with the real estate market in steep decline, Carol’s business all but
dried up. Even though she had more than 20 years of business experience, she faced a
job market that now required a bachelor’s degree simply to qualify for an interview.

After submitting her portfolio for assessment, Carol earned 24 credits, saving her
more than $8,900 in tuition and 2 terms toward her degree.*

* Tuition savings calculated as 24 x $371.00=$8,904.00. As of January 2013, students who completed EL 203, on average, earned 26
quarter credits. Number is based on the total number of students who have passed EL 203 and submitted a portfolio for evaluation.
Figures are provided for illustrative purposes and are not a guarantee that students will earn any particular number of credits or achieve
any particular savings. No experiential learning credits are guaranteed through this process. Graduate students are not eligible to
submit experiential learning portfolios.
This testimonial was solicited by Kaplan University. The views and opinions expressed are those of the individual; student experiences
may vary.

Enroll in EL 203 today. Call a Learning Advisor at 855.791.7106 (Toll Free)
or email portfoliodevelopment@kaplan.edu to find out more.
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When she learned about Kaplan University’s portfolio development and assessment
course, Carol seized the moment. Working closely with her Advisor, she was able
to fast-track the completion of her Bachelor of Science in Business Administration/
Human Resources.

As someone in business for over
25 years, the ability to ‘fast-forward’
my degree was as important as
the cost savings.

– Carol Platt

Kaplan University Student
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